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that the vote was a crushing defeat for the presidial system. It
was indeed a crushing numerical defeat for the supporters of the
system, but their numerical defeat did not matter. What did
matter was how far Papen had crushed Hitler. The results filled
National Socialist headquarters with anger rather than dismay.
The leaders had foreseen them; Goebbels had had a steady series
of unfavourable reports from his agents and even Hitler had come
to the conclusion that this time salesmanship was going to show
a barren return. In spite of the fact that the new Reichstag by
its composition so prevented the creation of a majority govern-
ment that Papen had every excuse to carry on. Hitler declared that
the Papen cabinet had been decisively rejected, and announced
as his motto: "No compromise and no thought of an understanding
with these elements." The defiance did not disturb Papen, He
had already said that participation in the government was open
to any party that shared the government's views; a parties govern-
ment was something apparently entirely different from, and pre-
ferable to a party government. He was still in close touch through
Schleicher with Strasser, and Hitler had permitted his lieutenant,
who was now with difficulty refraining from triumphant, "I told
you so's," to make a curious appeal in the official party paper:
"What a symbolic gesture it would be if the President in his person
were to be the bridge to the National Socialist Germany of the
future."
The nation waited eagerly to see what would happen now.
Would Hitler, as looked likely, yield now and what would happen
then? Or would he be still defiant and what would Papen do then?
Would he meet the Reichstag and invite Hitler to defeat him?
And if Hitler accepted the challenge and the government were
defeated again, would it go straight into unconstitutionalism or
would it break Hitler's spirit at last by successive dissolutions?
Or would successive dissolutions play straight into the hands of
revolutionism—of the "Red peril." One hundred Reichstag seats;
it was indeed a peril now and not less a peril because it was
apparently going to be up to a point a constitutional peril. In
some anxiety the nation waited while the President solemnly
proclaimed a party truce. The stock markets were uneasy;

